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Scope/Purpose 
 

This guide is to help applicants and agents to submit a householder application 
‘right first time’.  Within this guide are details of common documents required 
to accompany an application, when they are required and what each document 
is.  This guide should be read in conjunction with the Cornwall Council 
Validation Guide 2019 for a full list of National and Local Requirements: 
available on this link: https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning 

Please note that the submission of a planning application in accordance with 
this guide does not guarantee that planning permission will be granted.  Each 
application will be determined on its own merits in accordance with local and 
national policies and guidance.  It should also be noted that this is a guidance 
for householder applications only.  . 

By adhering to this guide, it is likely that an application will be registered with 
minimum of delay, and can be passed to the planning officer for processing 

The Day in the life of a Planning Application document provides a useful insight 
into the planning process. It can be accessed by this page link: 
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice 

Definition of ‘householder’ application 
A Householder application is defined as the following: 

a) An application for planning permission for development to an existing 
dwellinghouse, or development within the curtilage of such 
dwellinghouse for any purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the 
dwellinghouse; or 

b) An application for any consent, agreement or approval required by or 
under a planning permission, development order or local development 
order in relation to such development, but does not include an 
application for change of use or an application to change the number of 
dwellings in a building. 

Note: where consent is being sought pursuant to an existing permission which 
does not fall under the definition of householder for example discharges of 
conditions or non-material amendment to the erection of a dwelling permission.  
This would not be considered a householder application/request due to the 
original permission not falling within the above definition. 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice
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Examples of ‘incidental’ include extensions for extra space/rooms, garages, 
sheds/stores, home office, hobby room, home gyms etc. 

 Residential annexes are a common form of development that are generally 
proposed in order to allow relatives to live with their family with a degree of 
independence. 

It is recognised that no two proposals will be the same and applicants/agents 
are therefore strongly advised that applicants read the below guidance prior to 
preparing their submission.  Submitting a supporting statement with the 
application to explain in what way(s) the proposed annexe will be used ancillary 
to the host dwelling. Information such as who will occupy the annexe, their 
relationship with the occupants of the host dwelling, what shared use of rooms 
in the host dwelling is proposed etc. should be included. Planning case officers 
may request further information if a greater understanding of the context and 
justification for the proposal is required. 

Further information and be found in the Cornwall Council Annexe Guidance 
Note on our Planning Technical updates page at: 
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice 

Additional Services and Advice 

Do I Need Planning Permission 
Certain types of minor changes to your house can be made without Planning 
Permission, this is called ‘permitted development’. 

Full and detailed information regarding permitted development rights can be 
found in The Town and County Planning (General Permitted Development) 
(England) Order 2015 but there is also a wealth of guidance on the Planning 
Portal website including an interactive house. 

In some cases some of the permitted development rights may have been 
removed by condition or the issuing of an Article 4 direction. This will mean that 
a planning application will need to be submitted for work when it would 
normally not be required.   

Information regarding conditions imposed on a property can be obtained by 
either: 

• searching the Online Planning Register and viewing the decision notices 
online; or  

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/33712098/permitted-factsheet.pdf
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/33712098/permitted-factsheet.pdf
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/info/200125/do_you_need_permission
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/info/200125/do_you_need_permission
https://interactive.planningportal.co.uk/
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/eplanning
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• submit a planning history request and request copies of any relevant 
decision notices. 

For more information on Article 4 directions including access to an interactive 
mapping tool please visit the Article 4s page of the Cornwall Council website. 
This can be accessed using this link: 
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice 

If after using the above links and guidance you are unsure or you feel that 
Planning Permission isn't required for the works that you are proposing but 
would like an informal view of whether you need Planning Permission, you may 
wish to use our "Do I need planning consent or building regulations?" service. 

This will check whether you need Planning Permission, Listed Building or 
Demolition in a Conservation Area Consent and/or Building Regulations. To use 
this service please send us a completed Do I Need planning consent or building 
regulations form (accessible via the above link).  We aim to respond within 10 
working days.  The checking service is free for building regulations but there is a 
fee to check whether you need planning consent.   

For peace of mind, you can apply for a lawful development certificate if you 
wish. This is formal proof that your household building work is lawful and 
doesn’t require planning permission. There is a fee for this service.   

Further information about lawful development certificates can be found on the 
Planning Portal. 

Information regarding fees and charges for both of the above services can be 
found in the Planning and Sustainable Development Fees and Charges 
Document at https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningfees 

Pre-applications 
For domestic alterations and extensions to individual households applicants 
should refer to the Domestic alterations and extensions guide on the 
Householder guidance page at: https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice. 
Written planning advice can only be obtained via our pre-application advice 
service. 

Pre-application advice will: 

• research the history of the site and do a site visit if required. 
• look at the application against Council policies and standards. 
• arrange to attend a meeting with the applicant, if needed. This could be a 

telephone discussion. 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planninghistory
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/doineed
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/info/200187/your_responsibilities/37/planning_permission/3
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningfees
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice
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• look at the need for further investigations or key groups that need to be 
spoken to. 

• write to you and let you know whether we think you should continue 
with your planning application. 

This service helps to save time and money; reduces the number of unsuccessful 
planning applications and provides guidance information required to support 
your final application. 

This is a desktop only assessment. Further information regarding this service 
including advice on relevant fees and charges can be found on the Pre-
application Advice Cornwall Council web page. 

Validation Checking Service 
An expedited validation checking service can be provided to provide advice, 
speed up the planning process and help avoid delays. 

Validation Check (without expedited validation) 

A Validation Officer will check the application and discuss with you (by 
appointment only) the application validation requirements and provide a list of 
information required to validate the application. 

Validation Check (with expedited validation) 

A Validation Officer will check the application and discuss with you (by 
appointment only) the application validation requirements provide a list of 
information required to validate the application, provide one re-check of the 
application and validate the application within 2 working days after the initial 
check or re-check. 

To take up this service please submit your application electronically via the 
Planning Portal and email planning@cornwall.gov.uk with the reference number 
requesting one of the above validation checks. 

Alternatively the application can be submitted via email to 
planning@cornwall.gov.uk and requesting one of the above checking services. 

Further information about this service, including links to a schedule of fees of 
charges can be found on the Validation Checking Service page of the Cornwall 
Council website. 

 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningpreapp
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningpreapp
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/
mailto:planning@cornwall.gov.uk
mailto:planning@cornwall.gov.uk
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/validationcheck
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Accredited Agent Scheme 
Should you choose to use an agent Cornwall Council operates an accredited 
agents scheme for householder and tree works applications. 

Accredited Agents have proven to the Council that they can meet specific 
validation criteria at planning registration stage. 

You may wish to use an Accredited Agent because their applications are 
validated and registered swiftly, thereby streamlining the planning process. 

Further information regarding this service including a list of Accredited Agents 
can be found on the List of Accredited Agents web page. 

Planning History Request 

Sometimes a planning history request can provide useful information when 
preparing to submit a planning application.  All Cornwall Council planning 
records from 2011 onwards are available to view on our online planning 
register. 

We also have information from before 2011 available online (including former 
District Council records) but please note that the amount of information varies 
by area. 

If you are looking for planning records prior to 2011, a planning history request 
can be made.  For information regarding this service including the planning 
history request form please see the Planning history request web page 

Building Regulations 
As well as planning permission Building Regulations should also be considered. 

Cornwall Council Building Control aim to provide a high quality tailored service 
to the businesses and communities of Cornwall and The Isles of Scilly that will 
provide value for money. 

To find out if Building Regulation permission is required please visit the Building 
Control Do I need permission? Webpage for the relevant form and contact 
details.  This service is free of charge. 

 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/accreditedagents
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/eplanning
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/eplanning
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planninghistory
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/doineed
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National Requirements  
National Requirements also known as the National List are set by the 
Government and required by The Town and Country (Development 
Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015. 

If information required by the national list is not provided a notification will 
be sent to you (or the agent if applicable) giving 21 days to submit the 
relevant information required. If this information is not provided within 21 
days a further notification will be sent giving an extra 7 days after which the 
application will be closed.  If permission is still required a new fresh 
application will be required which includes all of the relevant information. 

Application Form 
Please ensure you complete every question within the form.  There are number 
of ways to submit your application: 

Electronically – Applications can be submitted electronically via the Planning 
Portal website. 

Email – Forms can also be downloaded from this link: Make a planning 
application and emailed to planning@cornwall.gov.uk. 

Hard copy - One copy of the form is required for a paper submission which can 
be sent to Planning, PO Box 676, Threemilestone, Truro, Cornwall, TR1 9EQ. 
Forms can be downloaded from the Cornwall Council website via the above link 

https://www.planningportal.co.uk/
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
mailto:planning@cornwall.gov.uk
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Certificates 
There are four ownership certificates within the form, Certificate A, B, C or D.  
One of the ownership certificates must be signed and dated. 

Certificate A – sole ownership 

Certificate A should only be completed if the applicant is the sole owner of the 
land to which the application relates. 
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If the application involves a leasehold flat (property) where less than seven 
years is remaining on the lease, then certificate A does not apply as the 
applicant is not the sole owner.  Therefore in this circumstance, the applicant 
should complete certificate B, C or D (see details below). 

Certificate B – shared ownership and agricultural tenants (all owners/tenants 
known) 

Certificate B should be completed if the applicant is not the sole owner but 
knows the names and addresses of all other owners (e.g. this certificate will 
need to be completed with details of the notice served on the owner if the 
applicant does not own the property or the proposals encroach onto adjoining 
land). 

 

Notice to owner under article 13 must also be completed and sent to all known 
owners. 

 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
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Certificate C – shared ownership (some other owners/tenants known), 
including the Agricultural Holdings Certificate 

Certificate C should be completed if the applicant does not own all of the land 
to which the application relates and does not know the name and addresses of 
all of the owners. 

 

Notice to owner under article 13 must be completed and sent to all known 
owners.  

Where the owner is unknown the Notice to owner under article 13 needs to be 
published in a local newspaper. 

Certificate D – shared ownership (all other owners unknown) 

Certificate D should be completed if the applicant does not own all of the land 
to which the application relates and does not know the names and addresses of 
any of the owners. 

The Notice to owner under article 13 must be published in a local newspaper 
and displayed on the site. 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
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Agricultural Land Declaration 
All full planning applications must include the appropriate Agricultural Holdings 
Certificate/Agricultural Land Declaration to be considered by the LPA.  This is 
included in each of the above certificates. 

If the land to which the application relates forms an agricultural holding or part 
of an agricultural holding, as defined by the Agricultural Holdings Act 1986, and 
comprises land subject to an Agricultural Tenancy all agricultural tenants must 
be notified prior to the submission of an application. 
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Location Plan 
One copy of the Location Plan at a scale of 1:2500 or 1:1250 must be submitted 
ideally scaled to fit onto A4 or A3 paper.  A north point must be shown. 

The location plan must identify the application site by way of a red outline and 
this must be part of the ‘residential curtilage’.  (Definition of residential 
curtilage shown on page 33) 

Access to the nearest ‘public highway’ (see definition on page 33) must also be 
included within the red outline. 

Where other land owned by the applicant is close to or adjoins the application 
site this should be identified with a blue line. 

Sufficient road names to identify the site should be labelled along with any 
buildings adjoining the site. 

 

Source: Planning Portal 
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Site Plan/Block Plan 
All applications must include a site/block plan based on an up-to-date map and 
at an identified standard metric scale e.g. 1:200 or 1:500.  A north point must be 
shown. 

It must accurately show the site boundaries, the type and height of any 
boundary treatment and the position of any existing buildings or structures on 
the site and adjoining the site. 

Where building works are proposed the location of trees within the site and any 
Public Rights of Way (PROW) in the immediate area should be shown. 

Where building works are proposed for example an extension or erection of a 
building both existing and proposed site/block plans will be required. 

A red line does not have to be indicated however if one is included it must 
match the location plan and any other plans provided. 

If the proposed development alters access arrangements and/or parking 
arrangements existing and proposed details should be provided. 

 

Source: Planning Portal 
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Elevations 
Existing and proposed elevations must be submitted for an application involving 
new development and/or where existing buildings are altered by the proposed 
development.   

All elevations must be provided including any blank elevations unless visibility is 
completely obscured e.g. attached to another building. 

Elevations must be submitted at the acceptable metric scale of 1:50 or 1:100 
and clearly labelled North, East, South and West etc.  Front, back side etc.  is not 
considered acceptable.  Proposed building materials and the style, material and 
finish of windows and doors should be indicated. 

Existing and proposed elevations must match relevant floor plans. 

Where a proposed elevation adjoins/is in close proximity to another building 
the relationship between the two buildings should be shown and detail the 
position of any openings in each property. 

 

Source: Planning Portal 
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Source: Planning Portal 

Floor Plans 
Existing and proposed floor plans must be submitted for an application involving 
new development and/or where existing buildings are altered by the proposed 
development. 

Where applicable the plans should show any buildings and/or existing walls to 
be demolished. 

Floor plans must be submitted at the acceptable metric scale of 1:50 or 1:100 
and indicate a north point 

Existing and proposed floor plans must match relevant elevations. 
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Source: Planning Portal 
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Roof Plans 
Existing and proposed roof plans should be provided for proposals involving the 
creation, alteration or replacement of more complex roof design. 

Roof plans must be provided at the acceptable metric scale of 1:50 or 1:100. 

 

 

Source: Planning Portal 
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Site Sections, Finished Floor Levels (FFL) and Site 
Levels 
Existing and proposed site sections, FFLs and site levels are required for any 
proposal involving new buildings or floor space.  Existing and proposed sections 
will also be required for proposals involving any groundworks for example 
access tracks or hard surfaced areas. 

This information can be shown on the existing and proposed site/block plans. 

Levels must be shown relative to a fixed and identifiable datum point which is 
identified on the plan.  The datum point must not be taken from any structures 
which are to be demolished or can be moved. 

Offsite levels of land and buildings immediately adjoining the site are also 
useful. 

Please see below example of a site plan for a proposed new garage. 

 

Source: Planning Portal 
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Plans – General 
In addition to the above plans provided must: 

• Be drawn at an identified metric scale; 

• Provided at the scale indicated on the plan; 

• On an up to date plan; 

• North point shown; 

• All red lines match; 

• Elevations labelled North, East, South, West; 

• Elevations and floor plans match; 

• Datum point labelled; 

• ‘Do not scale’ removed; 

• Not provided on a Cornwall Council plan downloaded from the website 
or watermarked. 

Design and Access Statement 
A design and access statement will be required for any development within a 
World Heritage Site (WHS) or Conservations Area (CA) creating floor space of 
100 square meters or more. 

A Design and Access Statement is required for all Listed Building Consents. 

The statement will need to include information on design, materials and scope 
of the development.  The statement should demonstrate how the proposal will 
fit in with the existing dwelling and materials.  Depending on the complexity of 
the proposal will therefore depend on how in-depth the statement is. 

The Planning Portal has further guidance regarding Design and Access 
Statements and what should be included. 

Unsure if you are in a WHS or CA, this information can be viewed by using 
Cornwall Councils Interactive mapping. 

 

https://www.planningportal.co.uk/faqs/faq/51/what_is_a_design_and_access_statement
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/mapping
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Source: Planning Portal 

Heritage Statement or Heritage Impact 
Assessment 
For applications affecting a heritage asset such as a World Heritage Site, 
Conservation Area or Listed Building a Heritage Statement or Heritage Impact 
Assessment will be required. 

The level of information required will depend on the scale and nature of the 
development.  The statement should consider and describe the Heritage Asset 
and demonstrate that the asset has been assessed and understood. 
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Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
An Additional Information Requirement (AIR) Form/Form 1 will be required for 
applications creating new floor space. 

Further information regarding CIL can be found on the Cornwall Council 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) web page. 

Please note:  A development may not be CIL liable however in order to assess 
liability an AIR Form/Form 1 will be required. 

Fee 
For Householder applications a fee will be required, please see Planning and 
Sustainable Developments Fees and Charges Document for the latest fees and 
charges. 

There are a number of fee exemptions which are set out in full in the above 
document.  Please see the below which may be applicable to householder 
development: 

• For alterations, extensions etc. to a dwelling house for the benefit of a 
registered disabled person. 

• If the proposal is the first revision of an application for development of 
the same character or description on the same site by the same applicant 
within 12 months of making the earlier application if withdrawn or the 
date of decision if granted or refused and NOT a duplicate application 
made by the same applicant within 28 days then a “free-go” exemption 
may be available.  

Please note: In 2017 the Government removed the concession where 
permission was only being sought due to the removal of permitted 
development rights.  As a result if permission is being sought due to permitted 
development rights being removed (i.e. normally permission would not be 
required as the development is considered permitted development) then a fee 
is payable. 

 

 

 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/cilforms
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/cil
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningfees
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningfees
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Local Requirements 
Local Requirements also known as the Local List is set by the Local Planning 
Authority (LPA) in this case Cornwall Council.    

If information required by the local list is not provided the application will be 
validated and passed to the Case Officer to begin consideration. A notification 
will be sent to you or the agent where applicable requesting the local list 
information within 14 days. Failure to provide this information within the 
relevant time scales may result in delays, non-determination or refusal of the 
application. 
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Local Requirements 
 

Supporting Documents 

Document When required What to include/guidance 

Biodiversity Survey ( 
including Bat and Barn 
Owl Survey) 

A full list can be found in the Planning and Sustainable 
Development Validation Guide.  Criteria applicable to HH 
development include: 

• Where protected species or features are known to be 
present; 

• If proposal is within or adjoining a designated nature 
conservation site (SAC, SINC, LNR, SPA) or Cornwall 
Wildlife Site; 

• If proposal is a development within a SSSI or relevant SSSI 
Impact Risk Zone; 

• On or over intertidal/estuarine habitats; 

• Affecting existing buildings in mature gardens 
(particularly complex roof structures/gable ends/ slate 
roofs/weather boarding); 

• Affecting Ancient Woodland or old/veteran trees; 

• Proposed demolition of buildings. 

An Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey is usually required. 
Depending on the results, further protected species 
surveys may be necessary, such as: 

• Bat Survey 

• Breeding Birds 

• Reptiles 

• Other Species (e.g. otter, dormouse, badger) 

Information should include the existing wildlife interest of 
the site and adjacent land plus the possible impacts on 
them. 

The assessment should demonstrate how the proposal 
will protect or where possible enhance biodiversity and 
provide mitigation and enhancement both during and 
post construction. 

 

Where appropriate, accompanying plans should indicate 
any significant wildlife habitats or features and the 
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location of any species protected under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981, the Conservation (Natural Habitats 
etc.) Regulations 1994 and 2010, or the Protection of 
Badgers Act 1992. 

Ecological Assessments should be carried out at specific 
times of the year particularly in terms of protected 
species. 

All surveys and assessments must not be more than 12 
months old. 

Links to further information/ Guidance: 

Protected Sites and Species 

Cornwall Environmental Consultants Ltd - Ecological 
Survey Calendar 

Coastal Land Stability 
Assessment/Mining Land 
Stability Assessment 

This should be provided in areas where land stability issues are 
known, indicated or suspected. 

Potential land stability issues can be associated with cliffs, slopes, 
quarries, some natural deposits or artificial ‘made’ ground. 

In Cornwall, a specific issue is historical mining activity. This 
should be considered separately, but not necessarily in isolation 
to, other forms of potential ground instability. 

 

 

 

Potential Land Stability 

A preliminary desk-top study of the potential for ground 
stability issues to affect the site and proposed 
development. The Report should be compiled by a 
Competent Person and be in line with national planning 
policy. It should assess the likely consequences of 
proposed developments on sites where subsidence, 
landslides and ground compression is known or 
suspected. 

The report might consider: 

• an understanding of the factors influencing stability; 

https://www.gov.uk/topic/planning-development/protected-sites-species
https://www.cecenvironment.co.uk/ecology-services/ecological-survey-calendar
https://www.cecenvironment.co.uk/ecology-services/ecological-survey-calendar
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 • an assessment of whether or not the site is stable and 
has an adequate level of protection; 

• an assessment of whether or not the site is likely to be 
threatened or affected by reasonably foreseeable slope 
instability originating outside the boundaries; 

• an assessment of whether or not the proposed 
development is likely to result in slope instability and any 
remedial actions / mitigation as necessary. 

Historical Mining Activity 

In mining areas1, a ‘Stage 1’ preliminary desk-top study 
(or ‘mining search’) is required to assess the potential for 
mining related ground instability to affect the site and/or 
proposed development. The report should be compiled 
by a Competent Person and include an assessment of old 
plans, sections and reports of former mines throughout 
the County. 

Unless the preliminary desk-top study and/or ‘Stage 1’ 
assessment clearly demonstrate that the risk from ground 
instability is absent, negligible or can be mitigated to 
within acceptable levels, further risk assessment and site 
investigations will be needed before the application can 
be determined. 

Further assessment may contain a number of stages, 
including: 
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• Stage 2: an inspection of exposed ground conditions; or 
a detailed investigation; or period of monitoring; or a 
combination of these 

• Stage 3 - a detailed remedial design 

• Stage 4 - verification of the remedial measures 

• Stage 5 - a plan for ongoing maintenance and / or 
monitoring of the remedial measures. 

1 i) guidance on ‘Mining Areas’ in Cornwall may be 
available via the Council’s planning validation checking 
service 

ii) Failing this, all of Cornwall should be considered as a 
Mining Area for the purposes of this guidance. 

Critical Drainage Proposed development within a critical drainage area. 

A Critical Drainage Statement (CDS) is only required where 
building/groundworks are proposed.  For example a CDS would 
not be required for replacement of windows and door or second 
floor extensions but would be required for ground floor 
extension of the erection of a building. 

A critical drainage statement may be required if the 
application site falls within a critical drainage area, 
identified by the Environment Agency (EA).  The 
statement will need to demonstrate whether or not the 
proposal will impact on the existing surface water 
drainage system and what mitigation will be put in place. 

 

Flood Risk Assessment Proposed development within flood zones 2 or 3 or if the 
development includes culverting or control of flow of any river or 
stream. 

A FRA is only required where building/groundworks are 
proposed.  For example a FRA would not be required for 

There is a wealth of information on the Planning Practice 
- Guidance Flood Risk Assessment for planning 
applications including when an assessment is required, 
when one is not required and when to following standing 
advice. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessment-for-planning-applications#when-you-need-an-assessment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessment-for-planning-applications#when-you-need-an-assessment
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessment-for-planning-applications#when-you-need-an-assessment
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replacement of windows and door or second floor extensions but 
would be required for ground floor extension of the erection of a 
building. 

 

Foul Drainage Development relying on non-mains drainage for example 
annexes or outbuilding with facilities requiring foul drainage. 

A foul drainage assessment should include a full 
assessment of the site, its location and suitability for 
storing, transporting and treating sewage. Where 
connection to the mains sewer is not practical, then the 
foul/non-mains drainage assessment form will be 
required to demonstrate why the development cannot 
connect to the public mains sewer system and show that 
the alternative means of disposal are satisfactory. 

Foul Drainage Assessment Form 

 

 

 

 

 

Parking Arrangements In addition to the access/parking arrangements required on the 
existing and proposed site/block plan if the proposed 
development reduces the available parking or turning space, 
changes access arrangements or significantly increases the size 
of the property and therefore has the potential to increase the 
demand for parking, details should be submitted stating how 
access will be provided, what arrangements are to be made to 

 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning
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ensure the safe access and egress can be achieved and the 
reasonable parking demands are met within the application site. 

Plans - General All plans provided. In addition to the requirement shown in the National List 
section the following aids the planning process: 

• Each plan numbered in a sequential manner 

• Linear scale bar shown in addition to the scale 
being indicated. 

• Scaled to fit A3 or A4 

Photographs Photographs are not a validation requirement either on the 
national or local list of requirements however they are very 
useful and can help speed up the validation process. 

 

 

 

 

PROW Developments influenced by or affecting a public right of way. 

In relation to pubic rights of way Cornwall Council considers the 
following as influencing/affecting a PROW and must be shown on 
the site/block plan: 

• PROW which run through the red line area 

• Proposals which involve the redirection of a footpath (as 
indicated on the form or in the proposal) 

Where a development is influenced by or affects a PROW 
an assessment/ mitigation measures should be provided 
in conjunction with a site/block plan showing the PROW. 
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• Proposals affecting a footpath as shown on the application 
form 

• Proposal where the PROW immediately adjoins the site and 
proposed development has the potential to increase vehicle 
movements (short term e.g. during the construction stage or 
long term e.g. as means of access to a building) or increase 
pedestrians using/crossing the footpath. 

Tree Survey Any proposals involving development within two metres of the 
canopy spread of a tree; or 

Where there are protected trees within the application site; or 

On land adjacent to protected trees that could influence or be 
affected by the development (including street trees) 

Developments within a Conservation Area where there are trees 
within the development area 

A Tree and Topographical Survey. This will include a plan 
that identifies the position of the trees and schedule that 
describes them (see part 4 of BS 5837). 

A Tree constraints plan. This is a design tool that indicates 
the influence that trees have upon the layout of the 
design (see part 5 of BS 5837) such as their shade pattern 
or root protection area. 

 

 

An Arboricultural Implication Assessment. This is 
essentially a design statement for trees. It demonstrates 
how important arboricultural considerations are being 
addressed (see section 6 of BS 5837) within the design. 

Arboricultural Method Statement. This demonstrates 
how trees will be protected in relation to the finalised 
design. It may be as simple as a position and specification 
for tree protection fencing or contain complicated 
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method statements and engineering drawings (see 
section 7 of BS 5837). 

Photographs of the trees. 

Cornwall Council web page Trees including links to 
guidance and mapping tools: 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice 

 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice
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Vehicle access and off-road parking 
spaces 
If you wish to cross a footway or verge to park a vehicle on your property then 
you are required to create a vehicle crossing (dropped kerb) to do so. This is to 
ensure the protection of the footway, verge, cables and pipes below the 
surface.  

You are required to apply for a licence under the New Roads and Street Works 
Act 1991 to either install a new dropped kerb access or alter an existing access. 

Planning permission may also be required depending on the location and 
category of the road.  To find out if planning permission is required please 
complete a Do I need planning consent or building regulations? form.   

Further information regarding vehicle crossings – dropped kerbs can be found in 
the Street Works section of the Cornwall Council website including vehicle 
crossing applications form, list of accredited contactors and details regarding 
the cost of a vehicle crossing licence. 

Trees 

Information and guidance regarding the submission of a tree application can be 
found on the Cornwall Council website on our Planning advice pages. 

 

 

 
 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/doineed
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice
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Glossary 
Residential curtilage 

There is no legal definition of ‘curtilage’ however it is widely recognised that 
‘the curtilage of a house or dwelling is the land immediately surrounding it, 
including any closely associated buildings and structures, but excluding any 
associated "open fields beyond", and also excluding any closely associated 
buildings, structures, or divisions that contain the separate intimate activities of 
their own respective occupants with those occupying residents being persons 
other than those residents of the house or dwelling of which the building is 
associated.’ 

Public highway 

Cornwall Council considers ‘Public Highway’ to mean the following: 

Unclassified Roads, Class A,B,C Roads, Trunk roads and byways (considered a 
public highway under the Highways Act over which the public has the right to 
pass and repass by vehicle). 

Road classifications can be checked on Cornwall Council’s intranet mapping: 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/mapping 

Householder 

(a) an application for planning permission for development to an existing 
dwellinghouse, or development within the curtilage of such a dwellinghouse for 
any purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse; or  

(b) an application for any consent, agreement or approval required by or under 
a planning permission, development order or local development order in 
relation to such development, but does not include an application for change of 
use or an application to change the number of dwellings in a building; 

Datum 

A fixed point from which other measurements can be taken. 

In planning terms the datum point must be identified on the plan and must not 
be a point which can be moved.  For example a datum point could be a nearby 
building, inspection chamber, gate posts etc. however it cannot be a building 
which is being removed or a structure which can be moved. 

 

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/mapping
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Influence and/or Affected By 

In relation to pubic rights of way Cornwall Council considers the following as 
influencing/affecting a PROW and must be shown on the site/block plan: 

• PROW which run through the red line area 

• Proposals which involve the redirection of a footpath (as indicated on the 
form or in the proposal) 

• Proposals affecting a footpath as shown on the application form 

• Proposal where the PROW immediately adjoins the site and proposed 
development has the potential to increase vehicle movements (short term e.g. 
during the construction stage or long term e.g. as means of access to a building) 
or increase pedestrians using/crossing the footpath. 

Contact Details 
Should you require any further information please contact Planning General 
Enquiries: 

Phone: 0300 1234 151 

Email:  planning@cornwall.gov.uk 

 

 

 

mailto:planning@cornwall.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 - Checklists 
National Requirements (required for validation) 

Documents Required? Enclosed? 

Application Form Yes Yes/No 

Certificates Yes Yes/No 

Location Plan Yes Yes/No 

Site Plan/Block Plan Yes Yes/No 

Elevations Yes/No (see page 16) Yes/No 

Floor Plans Yes/No (see page 17) Yes/No 

Roof Plans Yes/No (see page 19) Yes/No 

Site Sections, Finished Floor Levels 
and Site Levels 

Yes/No (see page 20) Yes/No 

Design and Access Statement Yes/No (see page 21) Yes/No 

Heritage Statement/Heritage Impact 
Assessment 

Yes/No (see page 22) Yes/No 
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Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Yes/No (see page 23) Yes/No 

Fee Yes/No (see page 23) Yes/No 

Local Requirements (can be submitted within 14 days) 

Documents Required? Enclosed? 

Biodiversity Survey (including Bat and 
Barn Owl Survey) 

Yes/No (see page 25) 

 

Yes/No 

Coastal Land Stability 
Assessment/Mining Stability 
Assessment 

Yes/No (see page 26) Yes/No 

Critical Drainage Yes/No (see page 28) Yes/No 

Flood Risk Assessment Yes/No (see page 28) Yes/No 

Foul Drainage Yes/No (see page 29) Yes/No 

Parking Arrangements Yes/No (see page 29) Yes/No 

Photographs Yes/No (see page 30) Yes/No 

Public Rights of Way Yes/No (see page 30) Yes/No 

Tree Survey 

 

Yes/No (see page 31) Yes/No 
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Plans General 

Items to check Required? Included? 

Drawn at an identified metric scale Yes Yes/No 

Provided at the scale indicated on the 
plan 

Yes Yes/No 

On an up to date plan Yes Yes/No 

North point shown Yes (location/block/site plan) Yes/No 

All red lines match Yes Yes/No 

Elevations labelled North, East, South, 
West; 

Yes (elevations plan where required) Yes/No 

Elevations and floor plans match Yes (yes where elevations and floor plans 
are required) 

Yes/No 

Datum point labelled Yes (yes where Site Sections, Finished 
Floor Levels (FFL) and Site Levels are 
required) 

Yes/No 

‘Do not scale’ removed Yes Yes/No 
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Not provided on a Cornwall Council plan 
downloaded from the website or 
watermarked 

Yes Yes/No 

Each plan numbered in a sequential 
manner 

No (however will aid with processing 
application) 

Yes/No 

Linear scale bar shown in addition to the 
scale being indicated. 

No (however will aid with processing 
application) 

Yes/No 

Scaled to fit A3 or A4 No (however will aid with processing 
application) 

Yes/No 

 



 

 

Information Classification: CONTROLLED 

Prepared by: 

Donna Moore 
Principal Development Support Officer 
Planning and Sustainable Development 
8 February 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you would like this information 
in another format please contact: 

Cornwall Council, County Hall 
Treyew Road, Truro TR1 3AY 

Email: comments@cornwall.gov.uk 
Telephone: 0300 1234 100 
www.cornwall.gov.uk 
 

 

mailto:comments@cornwall.gov.uk
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	Scope/Purpose 
	 
	This guide is to help applicants and agents to submit a householder application ‘right first time’.  Within this guide are details of common documents required to accompany an application, when they are required and what each document is.  This guide should be read in conjunction with the Cornwall Council Validation Guide 2019 for a full list of National and Local Requirements: available on this link:  
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/submitplanning

	Please note that the submission of a planning application in accordance with this guide does not guarantee that planning permission will be granted.  Each application will be determined on its own merits in accordance with local and national policies and guidance.  It should also be noted that this is a guidance for householder applications only.  . 
	By adhering to this guide, it is likely that an application will be registered with minimum of delay, and can be passed to the planning officer for processing 
	The Day in the life of a Planning Application document provides a useful insight into the planning process. It can be accessed by this page link:  
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice

	Definition of ‘householder’ application 
	A Householder application is defined as the following: 
	a) An application for planning permission for development to an existing dwellinghouse, or development within the curtilage of such dwellinghouse for any purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse; or 
	a) An application for planning permission for development to an existing dwellinghouse, or development within the curtilage of such dwellinghouse for any purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse; or 
	a) An application for planning permission for development to an existing dwellinghouse, or development within the curtilage of such dwellinghouse for any purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse; or 

	b) An application for any consent, agreement or approval required by or under a planning permission, development order or local development order in relation to such development, but does not include an application for change of use or an application to change the number of dwellings in a building. 
	b) An application for any consent, agreement or approval required by or under a planning permission, development order or local development order in relation to such development, but does not include an application for change of use or an application to change the number of dwellings in a building. 


	Note: where consent is being sought pursuant to an existing permission which does not fall under the definition of householder for example discharges of conditions or non-material amendment to the erection of a dwelling permission.  This would not be considered a householder application/request due to the original permission not falling within the above definition. 
	Examples of ‘incidental’ include extensions for extra space/rooms, garages, sheds/stores, home office, hobby room, home gyms etc. 
	 Residential annexes are a common form of development that are generally proposed in order to allow relatives to live with their family with a degree of independence. 
	It is recognised that no two proposals will be the same and applicants/agents are therefore strongly advised that applicants read the below guidance prior to preparing their submission.  Submitting a supporting statement with the application to explain in what way(s) the proposed annexe will be used ancillary to the host dwelling. Information such as who will occupy the annexe, their relationship with the occupants of the host dwelling, what shared use of rooms in the host dwelling is proposed etc. should b
	Further information and be found in the Cornwall Council Annexe Guidance Note on our Planning Technical updates page at:  
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice

	Additional Services and Advice 
	Do I Need Planning Permission 
	Certain types of minor changes to your house can be made without Planning Permission, this is called ‘permitted development’. 
	Full and detailed information regarding permitted development rights can be found in  but there is also a wealth of guidance on the  website including an . 
	The Town and County Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015
	Planning Portal
	interactive house

	In some cases some of the permitted development rights may have been removed by condition or the issuing of an Article 4 direction. This will mean that a planning application will need to be submitted for work when it would normally not be required.   
	Information regarding conditions imposed on a property can be obtained by either: 
	• searching the  and viewing the decision notices online; or  • submit a • submit a • submit a 
	• searching the  and viewing the decision notices online; or  • submit a • submit a • submit a 
	• searching the  and viewing the decision notices online; or  • submit a • submit a • submit a 
	Online Planning Register



	For more information on Article 4 directions including access to an interactive mapping tool please visit the Article 4s page of the Cornwall Council website. This can be accessed using this link:  
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice

	If after using the above links and guidance you are unsure or you feel that Planning Permission isn't required for the works that you are proposing but would like an informal view of whether you need Planning Permission, you may wish to use our "" service. 
	Do I need planning consent or building regulations?

	This will check whether you need Planning Permission, Listed Building or Demolition in a Conservation Area Consent and/or Building Regulations. To use this service please send us a completed Do I Need planning consent or building regulations form (accessible via the above link).  We aim to respond within 10 working days.  The checking service is free for building regulations but there is a fee to check whether you need planning consent.   
	For peace of mind, you can apply for a lawful development certificate if you wish. This is formal proof that your household building work is lawful and doesn’t require planning permission. There is a fee for this service.   
	Further information about lawful development certificates can be found on the . 
	Planning Portal

	Information regarding fees and charges for both of the above services can be found in the Planning and Sustainable Development Fees and Charges Document at  
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningfees

	Pre-applications 
	For domestic alterations and extensions to individual households applicants should refer to the Domestic alterations and extensions guide on the Householder guidance page at: . Written planning advice can only be obtained via our pre-application advice service. 
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice

	Pre-application advice will: 
	• research the history of the site and do a site visit if required. 
	• research the history of the site and do a site visit if required. 
	• research the history of the site and do a site visit if required. 

	• look at the application against Council policies and standards. 
	• look at the application against Council policies and standards. 

	• arrange to attend a meeting with the applicant, if needed. This could be a telephone discussion. • look at the need for further investigations or key groups that need to be spoken to. 
	• arrange to attend a meeting with the applicant, if needed. This could be a telephone discussion. • look at the need for further investigations or key groups that need to be spoken to. 

	• write to you and let you know whether we think you should continue with your planning application. 
	• write to you and let you know whether we think you should continue with your planning application. 


	This service helps to save time and money; reduces the number of unsuccessful planning applications and provides guidance information required to support your final application. 
	This is a desktop only assessment. Further information regarding this service including advice on relevant fees and charges can be found on the  
	Pre-application Advice Cornwall Council web page.

	Validation Checking Service 
	An expedited validation checking service can be provided to provide advice, speed up the planning process and help avoid delays. 
	Validation Check (without expedited validation) 
	A Validation Officer will check the application and discuss with you (by appointment only) the application validation requirements and provide a list of information required to validate the application. 
	Validation Check (with expedited validation) 
	A Validation Officer will check the application and discuss with you (by appointment only) the application validation requirements provide a list of information required to validate the application, provide one re-check of the application and validate the application within 2 working days after the initial check or re-check. 
	To take up this service please submit your application electronically via the  and email  with the reference number requesting one of the above validation checks. 
	Planning Portal
	planning@cornwall.gov.uk

	Alternatively the application can be submitted via email to  and requesting one of the above checking services. 
	planning@cornwall.gov.uk

	Further information about this service, including links to a schedule of fees of charges can be found on the  of the Cornwall Council website. 
	Validation Checking Service page

	 
	Accredited Agent Scheme 
	Should you choose to use an agent Cornwall Council operates an accredited agents scheme for householder and tree works applications. 
	Accredited Agents have proven to the Council that they can meet specific validation criteria at planning registration stage. 
	You may wish to use an Accredited Agent because their applications are validated and registered swiftly, thereby streamlining the planning process. 
	Further information regarding this service including a list of Accredited Agents can be found on the  web page. 
	List of Accredited Agents

	Planning History Request 
	Sometimes a planning history request can provide useful information when preparing to submit a planning application.  All Cornwall Council planning records from 2011 onwards are available to view on our . 
	online planning register

	We also have information from before 2011 available online (including former District Council records) but please note that the amount of information varies by area. 
	If you are looking for planning records prior to 2011, a planning history request can be made.  For information regarding this service including the planning history request form please see the  web page 
	Planning history request

	Building Regulations 
	As well as planning permission Building Regulations should also be considered. 
	Cornwall Council Building Control aim to provide a high quality tailored service to the businesses and communities of Cornwall and The Isles of Scilly that will provide value for money. 
	To find out if Building Regulation permission is required please visit the Building Control  Webpage for the relevant form and contact details.  This service is free of charge. 
	Do I need permission?

	 
	National Requirements  
	National Requirements also known as the National List are set by the Government and required by The Town and Country (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015. 
	If information required by the national list is not provided a notification will be sent to you (or the agent if applicable) giving 21 days to submit the relevant information required. If this information is not provided within 21 days a further notification will be sent giving an extra 7 days after which the application will be closed.  If permission is still required a new fresh application will be required which includes all of the relevant information. 
	Application Form 
	Please ensure you complete every question within the form.  There are number of ways to submit your application: 
	Electronically – Applications can be submitted electronically via the  website. 
	Planning Portal

	Email – Forms can also be downloaded from this link:  and emailed to . 
	Make a planning application
	planning@cornwall.gov.uk

	Hard copy - One copy of the form is required for a paper submission which can be sent to Planning, PO Box 676, Threemilestone, Truro, Cornwall, TR1 9EQ. Forms can be downloaded from the Cornwall Council website via the above link 
	 
	Figure

	 
	Certificates 
	There are four ownership certificates within the form, Certificate A, B, C or D.  One of the ownership certificates must be signed and dated. 
	Certificate A – sole ownership 
	Certificate A should only be completed if the applicant is the sole owner of the land to which the application relates. 
	 
	Figure

	If the application involves a leasehold flat (property) where less than seven years is remaining on the lease, then certificate A does not apply as the applicant is not the sole owner.  Therefore in this circumstance, the applicant should complete certificate B, C or D (see details below). 
	Certificate B – shared ownership and agricultural tenants (all owners/tenants known) 
	Certificate B should be completed if the applicant is not the sole owner but knows the names and addresses of all other owners (e.g. this certificate will need to be completed with details of the notice served on the owner if the applicant does not own the property or the proposals encroach onto adjoining land). 
	 
	Figure

	 must also be completed and sent to all known owners. 
	Notice to owner under article 13

	 
	Certificate C – shared ownership (some other owners/tenants known), including the Agricultural Holdings Certificate 
	Certificate C should be completed if the applicant does not own all of the land to which the application relates and does not know the name and addresses of all of the owners. 
	 
	Figure

	 must be completed and sent to all known owners.  
	Notice to owner under article 13

	Where the owner is unknown the  needs to be published in a local newspaper. 
	Notice to owner under article 13

	Certificate D – shared ownership (all other owners unknown) 
	Certificate D should be completed if the applicant does not own all of the land to which the application relates and does not know the names and addresses of any of the owners. 
	The  must be published in a local newspaper and displayed on the site. 
	Notice to owner under article 13

	 
	Figure

	Agricultural Land Declaration 
	All full planning applications must include the appropriate Agricultural Holdings Certificate/Agricultural Land Declaration to be considered by the LPA.  This is included in each of the above certificates. 
	If the land to which the application relates forms an agricultural holding or part of an agricultural holding, as defined by the Agricultural Holdings Act 1986, and comprises land subject to an Agricultural Tenancy all agricultural tenants must be notified prior to the submission of an application. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Location Plan 
	One copy of the Location Plan at a scale of 1:2500 or 1:1250 must be submitted ideally scaled to fit onto A4 or A3 paper.  A north point must be shown. 
	The location plan must identify the application site by way of a red outline and this must be part of the ‘residential curtilage’.  (Definition of residential curtilage shown on page 33) 
	Access to the nearest ‘public highway’ (see definition on page 33) must also be included within the red outline. 
	Where other land owned by the applicant is close to or adjoins the application site this should be identified with a blue line. 
	Sufficient road names to identify the site should be labelled along with any buildings adjoining the site. 
	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	 
	 
	Site Plan/Block Plan 
	All applications must include a site/block plan based on an up-to-date map and at an identified standard metric scale e.g. 1:200 or 1:500.  A north point must be shown. 
	It must accurately show the site boundaries, the type and height of any boundary treatment and the position of any existing buildings or structures on the site and adjoining the site. 
	Where building works are proposed the location of trees within the site and any Public Rights of Way (PROW) in the immediate area should be shown. 
	Where building works are proposed for example an extension or erection of a building both existing and proposed site/block plans will be required. 
	A red line does not have to be indicated however if one is included it must match the location plan and any other plans provided. 
	If the proposed development alters access arrangements and/or parking arrangements existing and proposed details should be provided. 
	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	 
	 
	 
	Elevations 
	Existing and proposed elevations must be submitted for an application involving new development and/or where existing buildings are altered by the proposed development.   
	All elevations must be provided including any blank elevations unless visibility is completely obscured e.g. attached to another building. 
	Elevations must be submitted at the acceptable metric scale of 1:50 or 1:100 and clearly labelled North, East, South and West etc.  Front, back side etc.  is not considered acceptable.  Proposed building materials and the style, material and finish of windows and doors should be indicated. 
	Existing and proposed elevations must match relevant floor plans. 
	Where a proposed elevation adjoins/is in close proximity to another building the relationship between the two buildings should be shown and detail the position of any openings in each property. 
	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	Floor Plans 
	Existing and proposed floor plans must be submitted for an application involving new development and/or where existing buildings are altered by the proposed development. 
	Where applicable the plans should show any buildings and/or existing walls to be demolished. 
	Floor plans must be submitted at the acceptable metric scale of 1:50 or 1:100 and indicate a north point 
	Existing and proposed floor plans must match relevant elevations. 
	 
	Figure

	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Roof Plans 
	Existing and proposed roof plans should be provided for proposals involving the creation, alteration or replacement of more complex roof design. 
	Roof plans must be provided at the acceptable metric scale of 1:50 or 1:100. 
	 
	Figure

	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	Site Sections, Finished Floor Levels (FFL) and Site Levels 
	Existing and proposed site sections, FFLs and site levels are required for any proposal involving new buildings or floor space.  Existing and proposed sections will also be required for proposals involving any groundworks for example access tracks or hard surfaced areas. 
	This information can be shown on the existing and proposed site/block plans. 
	Levels must be shown relative to a fixed and identifiable datum point which is identified on the plan.  The datum point must not be taken from any structures which are to be demolished or can be moved. 
	Offsite levels of land and buildings immediately adjoining the site are also useful. 
	Please see below example of a site plan for a proposed new garage. 
	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	Plans – General 
	In addition to the above plans provided must: 
	• Be drawn at an identified metric scale; 
	• Be drawn at an identified metric scale; 
	• Be drawn at an identified metric scale; 

	• Provided at the scale indicated on the plan; 
	• Provided at the scale indicated on the plan; 

	• On an up to date plan; 
	• On an up to date plan; 

	• North point shown; 
	• North point shown; 

	• All red lines match; 
	• All red lines match; 

	• Elevations labelled North, East, South, West; 
	• Elevations labelled North, East, South, West; 

	• Elevations and floor plans match; 
	• Elevations and floor plans match; 

	• Datum point labelled; 
	• Datum point labelled; 

	• ‘Do not scale’ removed; 
	• ‘Do not scale’ removed; 

	• Not provided on a Cornwall Council plan downloaded from the website or watermarked. 
	• Not provided on a Cornwall Council plan downloaded from the website or watermarked. 


	Design and Access Statement 
	A design and access statement will be required for any development within a World Heritage Site (WHS) or Conservations Area (CA) creating floor space of 100 square meters or more. 
	A Design and Access Statement is required for all Listed Building Consents. 
	The statement will need to include information on design, materials and scope of the development.  The statement should demonstrate how the proposal will fit in with the existing dwelling and materials.  Depending on the complexity of the proposal will therefore depend on how in-depth the statement is. 
	The  has further guidance regarding Design and Access Statements and what should be included. 
	Planning Portal

	Unsure if you are in a WHS or CA, this information can be viewed by using Cornwall Councils . 
	Interactive mapping

	 
	 
	Figure

	Source: Planning Portal 
	Heritage Statement or Heritage Impact Assessment 
	For applications affecting a heritage asset such as a World Heritage Site, Conservation Area or Listed Building a Heritage Statement or Heritage Impact Assessment will be required. 
	The level of information required will depend on the scale and nature of the development.  The statement should consider and describe the Heritage Asset and demonstrate that the asset has been assessed and understood. 
	 
	 
	Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
	An  will be required for applications creating new floor space. 
	Additional Information Requirement (AIR) Form/Form 1

	Further information regarding CIL can be found on the Cornwall Council  web page. 
	Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

	Please note:  A development may not be CIL liable however in order to assess liability an AIR Form/Form 1 will be required. 
	Fee 
	For Householder applications a fee will be required, please see  for the latest fees and charges. 
	Planning and Sustainable Developments Fees and Charges Document

	There are a number of fee exemptions which are set out in full in the above document.  Please see the below which may be applicable to householder development: 
	• For alterations, extensions etc. to a dwelling house for the benefit of a registered disabled person. 
	• For alterations, extensions etc. to a dwelling house for the benefit of a registered disabled person. 
	• For alterations, extensions etc. to a dwelling house for the benefit of a registered disabled person. 

	• If the proposal is the first revision of an application for development of the same character or description on the same site by the same applicant within 12 months of making the earlier application if withdrawn or the date of decision if granted or refused and NOT a duplicate application made by the same applicant within 28 days then a “free-go” exemption may be available.  
	• If the proposal is the first revision of an application for development of the same character or description on the same site by the same applicant within 12 months of making the earlier application if withdrawn or the date of decision if granted or refused and NOT a duplicate application made by the same applicant within 28 days then a “free-go” exemption may be available.  


	Please note: In 2017 the Government removed the concession where permission was only being sought due to the removal of permitted development rights.  As a result if permission is being sought due to permitted development rights being removed (i.e. normally permission would not be required as the development is considered permitted development) then a fee is payable. 
	 
	 
	 
	Local Requirements 
	Local Requirements also known as the Local List is set by the Local Planning Authority (LPA) in this case Cornwall Council.    
	If information required by the local list is not provided the application will be validated and passed to the Case Officer to begin consideration. A notification will be sent to you or the agent where applicable requesting the local list information within 14 days. Failure to provide this information within the relevant time scales may result in delays, non-determination or refusal of the application. 
	Local Requirements 
	 
	Table
	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	Supporting Documents 


	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	Document 

	TD
	Artifact
	When required 

	TD
	Artifact
	What to include/guidance 


	TR
	Artifact
	Biodiversity Survey ( including Bat and Barn Owl Survey) 
	Biodiversity Survey ( including Bat and Barn Owl Survey) 

	A full list can be found in the Planning and Sustainable Development Validation Guide.  Criteria applicable to HH development include: 
	A full list can be found in the Planning and Sustainable Development Validation Guide.  Criteria applicable to HH development include: 
	• Where protected species or features are known to be present; 
	• Where protected species or features are known to be present; 
	• Where protected species or features are known to be present; 

	• If proposal is within or adjoining a designated nature conservation site (SAC, SINC, LNR, SPA) or Cornwall Wildlife Site; 
	• If proposal is within or adjoining a designated nature conservation site (SAC, SINC, LNR, SPA) or Cornwall Wildlife Site; 

	• If proposal is a development within a SSSI or relevant SSSI Impact Risk Zone; 
	• If proposal is a development within a SSSI or relevant SSSI Impact Risk Zone; 

	• On or over intertidal/estuarine habitats; 
	• On or over intertidal/estuarine habitats; 

	• Affecting existing buildings in mature gardens (particularly complex roof structures/gable ends/ slate roofs/weather boarding); 
	• Affecting existing buildings in mature gardens (particularly complex roof structures/gable ends/ slate roofs/weather boarding); 

	• Affecting Ancient Woodland or old/veteran trees; 
	• Affecting Ancient Woodland or old/veteran trees; 

	• Proposed demolition of buildings. 
	• Proposed demolition of buildings. 



	An Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey is usually required. Depending on the results, further protected species surveys may be necessary, such as: 
	An Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey is usually required. Depending on the results, further protected species surveys may be necessary, such as: 
	• Bat Survey 
	• Breeding Birds 
	• Reptiles 
	• Other Species (e.g. otter, dormouse, badger) 
	Information should include the existing wildlife interest of the site and adjacent land plus the possible impacts on them. 
	The assessment should demonstrate how the proposal will protect or where possible enhance biodiversity and provide mitigation and enhancement both during and post construction. 
	 
	Where appropriate, accompanying plans should indicate any significant wildlife habitats or features and the 


	TR
	Artifact
	location of any species protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, the Conservation (Natural Habitats etc.) Regulations 1994 and 2010, or the Protection of Badgers Act 1992. 
	location of any species protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, the Conservation (Natural Habitats etc.) Regulations 1994 and 2010, or the Protection of Badgers Act 1992. 
	Ecological Assessments should be carried out at specific times of the year particularly in terms of protected species. 
	All surveys and assessments must not be more than 12 months old. 
	Links to further information/ Guidance: 
	 
	Protected Sites and Species

	 
	Cornwall Environmental Consultants Ltd - Ecological Survey Calendar



	TR
	Artifact
	Coastal Land Stability Assessment/Mining Land Stability Assessment 
	Coastal Land Stability Assessment/Mining Land Stability Assessment 

	This should be provided in areas where land stability issues are known, indicated or suspected. 
	This should be provided in areas where land stability issues are known, indicated or suspected. 
	Potential land stability issues can be associated with cliffs, slopes, quarries, some natural deposits or artificial ‘made’ ground. 
	In Cornwall, a specific issue is historical mining activity. This should be considered separately, but not necessarily in isolation to, other forms of potential ground instability. 
	 
	 
	 

	Potential Land Stability 
	Potential Land Stability 
	A preliminary desk-top study of the potential for ground stability issues to affect the site and proposed development. The Report should be compiled by a Competent Person and be in line with national planning policy. It should assess the likely consequences of proposed developments on sites where subsidence, landslides and ground compression is known or suspected. 
	The report might consider: 
	• an understanding of the factors influencing stability; 


	TR
	Artifact
	 
	 

	• an assessment of whether or not the site is stable and has an adequate level of protection; 
	• an assessment of whether or not the site is stable and has an adequate level of protection; 
	• an assessment of whether or not the site is likely to be threatened or affected by reasonably foreseeable slope instability originating outside the boundaries; 
	• an assessment of whether or not the proposed development is likely to result in slope instability and any remedial actions / mitigation as necessary. 
	Historical Mining Activity 
	In mining areas1, a ‘Stage 1’ preliminary desk-top study (or ‘mining search’) is required to assess the potential for mining related ground instability to affect the site and/or proposed development. The report should be compiled by a Competent Person and include an assessment of old plans, sections and reports of former mines throughout the County. 
	Unless the preliminary desk-top study and/or ‘Stage 1’ assessment clearly demonstrate that the risk from ground instability is absent, negligible or can be mitigated to within acceptable levels, further risk assessment and site investigations will be needed before the application can be determined. 
	Further assessment may contain a number of stages, including: 


	TR
	Artifact
	• Stage 2: an inspection of exposed ground conditions; or a detailed investigation; or period of monitoring; or a combination of these 
	• Stage 2: an inspection of exposed ground conditions; or a detailed investigation; or period of monitoring; or a combination of these 
	• Stage 2: an inspection of exposed ground conditions; or a detailed investigation; or period of monitoring; or a combination of these 
	• Stage 2: an inspection of exposed ground conditions; or a detailed investigation; or period of monitoring; or a combination of these 


	• Stage 3 - a detailed remedial design 
	• Stage 4 - verification of the remedial measures 
	• Stage 5 - a plan for ongoing maintenance and / or monitoring of the remedial measures. 
	1 i) guidance on ‘Mining Areas’ in Cornwall may be available via the Council’s planning validation checking service 
	ii) Failing this, all of Cornwall should be considered as a Mining Area for the purposes of this guidance. 


	TR
	Artifact
	Critical Drainage 
	Critical Drainage 

	Proposed development within a critical drainage area. 
	Proposed development within a critical drainage area. 
	A Critical Drainage Statement (CDS) is only required where building/groundworks are proposed.  For example a CDS would not be required for replacement of windows and door or second floor extensions but would be required for ground floor extension of the erection of a building. 

	A critical drainage statement may be required if the application site falls within a critical drainage area, identified by the Environment Agency (EA).  The statement will need to demonstrate whether or not the proposal will impact on the existing surface water drainage system and what mitigation will be put in place. 
	A critical drainage statement may be required if the application site falls within a critical drainage area, identified by the Environment Agency (EA).  The statement will need to demonstrate whether or not the proposal will impact on the existing surface water drainage system and what mitigation will be put in place. 
	 


	TR
	Artifact
	Flood Risk Assessment 
	Flood Risk Assessment 

	Proposed development within flood zones 2 or 3 or if the development includes culverting or control of flow of any river or stream. 
	Proposed development within flood zones 2 or 3 or if the development includes culverting or control of flow of any river or stream. 
	A FRA is only required where building/groundworks are proposed.  For example a FRA would not be required for 

	There is a wealth of information on the  including when an assessment is required, when one is not required and when to following standing advice. 
	There is a wealth of information on the  including when an assessment is required, when one is not required and when to following standing advice. 
	Planning Practice - Guidance Flood Risk Assessment for planning applications



	TR
	Artifact
	replacement of windows and door or second floor extensions but would be required for ground floor extension of the erection of a building. 
	replacement of windows and door or second floor extensions but would be required for ground floor extension of the erection of a building. 

	 
	 


	TR
	Artifact
	Foul Drainage 
	Foul Drainage 

	Development relying on non-mains drainage for example annexes or outbuilding with facilities requiring foul drainage. 
	Development relying on non-mains drainage for example annexes or outbuilding with facilities requiring foul drainage. 

	A foul drainage assessment should include a full assessment of the site, its location and suitability for storing, transporting and treating sewage. Where connection to the mains sewer is not practical, then the foul/non-mains drainage assessment form will be required to demonstrate why the development cannot connect to the public mains sewer system and show that the alternative means of disposal are satisfactory. 
	A foul drainage assessment should include a full assessment of the site, its location and suitability for storing, transporting and treating sewage. Where connection to the mains sewer is not practical, then the foul/non-mains drainage assessment form will be required to demonstrate why the development cannot connect to the public mains sewer system and show that the alternative means of disposal are satisfactory. 
	 
	Foul Drainage Assessment Form

	 
	 
	 
	 
	 


	TR
	Artifact
	Parking Arrangements 
	Parking Arrangements 

	In addition to the access/parking arrangements required on the existing and proposed site/block plan if the proposed development reduces the available parking or turning space, changes access arrangements or significantly increases the size of the property and therefore has the potential to increase the demand for parking, details should be submitted stating how access will be provided, what arrangements are to be made to 
	In addition to the access/parking arrangements required on the existing and proposed site/block plan if the proposed development reduces the available parking or turning space, changes access arrangements or significantly increases the size of the property and therefore has the potential to increase the demand for parking, details should be submitted stating how access will be provided, what arrangements are to be made to 

	 
	 


	TR
	Artifact
	ensure the safe access and egress can be achieved and the reasonable parking demands are met within the application site. 
	ensure the safe access and egress can be achieved and the reasonable parking demands are met within the application site. 


	TR
	Artifact
	Plans - General 
	Plans - General 

	All plans provided. 
	All plans provided. 

	In addition to the requirement shown in the National List section the following aids the planning process: 
	In addition to the requirement shown in the National List section the following aids the planning process: 
	• Each plan numbered in a sequential manner 
	• Each plan numbered in a sequential manner 
	• Each plan numbered in a sequential manner 

	• Linear scale bar shown in addition to the scale being indicated. 
	• Linear scale bar shown in addition to the scale being indicated. 

	• Scaled to fit A3 or A4 
	• Scaled to fit A3 or A4 




	TR
	Artifact
	Photographs 
	Photographs 

	Photographs are not a validation requirement either on the national or local list of requirements however they are very useful and can help speed up the validation process. 
	Photographs are not a validation requirement either on the national or local list of requirements however they are very useful and can help speed up the validation process. 
	 
	 
	 

	 
	 


	TR
	Artifact
	PROW 
	PROW 

	Developments influenced by or affecting a public right of way. 
	Developments influenced by or affecting a public right of way. 
	In relation to pubic rights of way Cornwall Council considers the following as influencing/affecting a PROW and must be shown on the site/block plan: 
	• PROW which run through the red line area 
	• Proposals which involve the redirection of a footpath (as indicated on the form or in the proposal) 

	Where a development is influenced by or affects a PROW an assessment/ mitigation measures should be provided in conjunction with a site/block plan showing the PROW. 
	Where a development is influenced by or affects a PROW an assessment/ mitigation measures should be provided in conjunction with a site/block plan showing the PROW. 


	TR
	Artifact
	• Proposals affecting a footpath as shown on the application form 
	• Proposals affecting a footpath as shown on the application form 
	• Proposal where the PROW immediately adjoins the site and proposed development has the potential to increase vehicle movements (short term e.g. during the construction stage or long term e.g. as means of access to a building) or increase pedestrians using/crossing the footpath. 


	TR
	Artifact
	Tree Survey 
	Tree Survey 

	Any proposals involving development within two metres of the canopy spread of a tree; or 
	Any proposals involving development within two metres of the canopy spread of a tree; or 
	Where there are protected trees within the application site; or 
	On land adjacent to protected trees that could influence or be affected by the development (including street trees) 
	Developments within a Conservation Area where there are trees within the development area 

	A Tree and Topographical Survey. This will include a plan that identifies the position of the trees and schedule that describes them (see part 4 of BS 5837). 
	A Tree and Topographical Survey. This will include a plan that identifies the position of the trees and schedule that describes them (see part 4 of BS 5837). 
	A Tree constraints plan. This is a design tool that indicates the influence that trees have upon the layout of the design (see part 5 of BS 5837) such as their shade pattern or root protection area. 
	 
	 
	An Arboricultural Implication Assessment. This is essentially a design statement for trees. It demonstrates how important arboricultural considerations are being addressed (see section 6 of BS 5837) within the design. 
	Arboricultural Method Statement. This demonstrates how trees will be protected in relation to the finalised design. It may be as simple as a position and specification for tree protection fencing or contain complicated 


	TR
	Artifact
	method statements and engineering drawings (see section 7 of BS 5837). 
	method statements and engineering drawings (see section 7 of BS 5837). 
	Photographs of the trees. 
	Cornwall Council web page Trees including links to guidance and mapping tools: 
	 
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/planningadvice

	 



	Vehicle access and off-road parking spaces 
	If you wish to cross a footway or verge to park a vehicle on your property then you are required to create a vehicle crossing (dropped kerb) to do so. This is to ensure the protection of the footway, verge, cables and pipes below the surface.  
	You are required to apply for a licence under the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991 to either install a new dropped kerb access or alter an existing access. 
	Planning permission may also be required depending on the location and category of the road.  To find out if planning permission is required please complete a  form.   
	Do I need planning consent or building regulations?

	Further information regarding vehicle crossings – dropped kerbs can be found in the Street Works section of the Cornwall Council website including vehicle crossing applications form, list of accredited contactors and details regarding the cost of a vehicle crossing licence. 
	Trees 
	Information and guidance regarding the submission of a tree application can be found on the Cornwall Council website on our  
	Planning advice pages.

	 
	 
	 
	 
	Glossary 
	Residential curtilage 
	There is no legal definition of ‘curtilage’ however it is widely recognised that ‘the curtilage of a house or dwelling is the land immediately surrounding it, including any closely associated buildings and structures, but excluding any associated "open fields beyond", and also excluding any closely associated buildings, structures, or divisions that contain the separate intimate activities of their own respective occupants with those occupying residents being persons other than those residents of the house 
	Public highway 
	Cornwall Council considers ‘Public Highway’ to mean the following: 
	Unclassified Roads, Class A,B,C Roads, Trunk roads and byways (considered a public highway under the Highways Act over which the public has the right to pass and repass by vehicle). 
	Road classifications can be checked on Cornwall Council’s intranet mapping: 
	 
	https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/mapping

	Householder 
	(a) an application for planning permission for development to an existing dwellinghouse, or development within the curtilage of such a dwellinghouse for any purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse; or  
	(b) an application for any consent, agreement or approval required by or under a planning permission, development order or local development order in relation to such development, but does not include an application for change of use or an application to change the number of dwellings in a building; 
	Datum 
	A fixed point from which other measurements can be taken. 
	In planning terms the datum point must be identified on the plan and must not be a point which can be moved.  For example a datum point could be a nearby building, inspection chamber, gate posts etc. however it cannot be a building which is being removed or a structure which can be moved. 
	 
	Influence and/or Affected By 
	In relation to pubic rights of way Cornwall Council considers the following as influencing/affecting a PROW and must be shown on the site/block plan: 
	• PROW which run through the red line area 
	• Proposals which involve the redirection of a footpath (as indicated on the form or in the proposal) 
	• Proposals affecting a footpath as shown on the application form 
	• Proposal where the PROW immediately adjoins the site and proposed development has the potential to increase vehicle movements (short term e.g. during the construction stage or long term e.g. as means of access to a building) or increase pedestrians using/crossing the footpath. 
	Contact Details 
	Should you require any further information please contact Planning General Enquiries: 
	Phone: 0300 1234 151 
	Email:   
	planning@cornwall.gov.uk

	 
	 
	 
	Appendix 1 - Checklists 
	Table
	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	National Requirements (required for validation) 


	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	Documents 

	TD
	Artifact
	Required? 

	TD
	Artifact
	Enclosed? 


	TR
	Artifact
	Application Form 
	Application Form 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Certificates 
	Certificates 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Location Plan 
	Location Plan 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Site Plan/Block Plan 
	Site Plan/Block Plan 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Elevations 
	Elevations 

	Yes/No (see page 16) 
	Yes/No (see page 16) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Floor Plans 
	Floor Plans 

	Yes/No (see page 17) 
	Yes/No (see page 17) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Roof Plans 
	Roof Plans 

	Yes/No (see page 19) 
	Yes/No (see page 19) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Site Sections, Finished Floor Levels and Site Levels 
	Site Sections, Finished Floor Levels and Site Levels 

	Yes/No (see page 20) 
	Yes/No (see page 20) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Design and Access Statement 
	Design and Access Statement 

	Yes/No (see page 21) 
	Yes/No (see page 21) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Heritage Statement/Heritage Impact Assessment 
	Heritage Statement/Heritage Impact Assessment 

	Yes/No (see page 22) 
	Yes/No (see page 22) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
	Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

	Yes/No (see page 23) 
	Yes/No (see page 23) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Fee 
	Fee 

	Yes/No (see page 23) 
	Yes/No (see page 23) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	Local Requirements (can be submitted within 14 days) 


	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	Documents 

	TD
	Artifact
	Required? 

	TD
	Artifact
	Enclosed? 


	TR
	Artifact
	Biodiversity Survey (including Bat and Barn Owl Survey) 
	Biodiversity Survey (including Bat and Barn Owl Survey) 

	Yes/No (see page 25) 
	Yes/No (see page 25) 
	 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Coastal Land Stability Assessment/Mining Stability Assessment 
	Coastal Land Stability Assessment/Mining Stability Assessment 

	Yes/No (see page 26) 
	Yes/No (see page 26) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Critical Drainage 
	Critical Drainage 

	Yes/No (see page 28) 
	Yes/No (see page 28) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Flood Risk Assessment 
	Flood Risk Assessment 

	Yes/No (see page 28) 
	Yes/No (see page 28) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Foul Drainage 
	Foul Drainage 

	Yes/No (see page 29) 
	Yes/No (see page 29) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Parking Arrangements 
	Parking Arrangements 

	Yes/No (see page 29) 
	Yes/No (see page 29) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Photographs 
	Photographs 

	Yes/No (see page 30) 
	Yes/No (see page 30) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Public Rights of Way 
	Public Rights of Way 

	Yes/No (see page 30) 
	Yes/No (see page 30) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Tree Survey 
	Tree Survey 
	 

	Yes/No (see page 31) 
	Yes/No (see page 31) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	Plans General 


	TR
	Artifact
	TH
	Artifact
	Items to check 

	TD
	Artifact
	Required? 

	TD
	Artifact
	Included? 


	TR
	Artifact
	Drawn at an identified metric scale 
	Drawn at an identified metric scale 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Provided at the scale indicated on the plan 
	Provided at the scale indicated on the plan 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	On an up to date plan 
	On an up to date plan 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	North point shown 
	North point shown 

	Yes (location/block/site plan) 
	Yes (location/block/site plan) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	All red lines match 
	All red lines match 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Elevations labelled North, East, South, West; 
	Elevations labelled North, East, South, West; 

	Yes (elevations plan where required) 
	Yes (elevations plan where required) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Elevations and floor plans match 
	Elevations and floor plans match 

	Yes (yes where elevations and floor plans are required) 
	Yes (yes where elevations and floor plans are required) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Datum point labelled 
	Datum point labelled 

	Yes (yes where Site Sections, Finished Floor Levels (FFL) and Site Levels are required) 
	Yes (yes where Site Sections, Finished Floor Levels (FFL) and Site Levels are required) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	‘Do not scale’ removed 
	‘Do not scale’ removed 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Not provided on a Cornwall Council plan downloaded from the website or watermarked 
	Not provided on a Cornwall Council plan downloaded from the website or watermarked 

	Yes 
	Yes 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Each plan numbered in a sequential manner 
	Each plan numbered in a sequential manner 

	No (however will aid with processing application) 
	No (however will aid with processing application) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Linear scale bar shown in addition to the scale being indicated. 
	Linear scale bar shown in addition to the scale being indicated. 

	No (however will aid with processing application) 
	No (however will aid with processing application) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 


	TR
	Artifact
	Scaled to fit A3 or A4 
	Scaled to fit A3 or A4 

	No (however will aid with processing application) 
	No (however will aid with processing application) 

	Yes/No 
	Yes/No 



	 
	Prepared by: 
	Donna Moore 
	Principal Development Support Officer 
	Planning and Sustainable Development 
	8 February 2021 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	If you would like this information in another format please contact: 
	Cornwall Council, County Hall Treyew Road, Truro TR1 3AY 
	Email:  
	comments@cornwall.gov.uk

	Telephone: 0300 1234 100 
	www.cornwall.gov.uk 
	 
	 



